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Abstract

A calculation of the effect of Coulomb distortion on
the cross section near threshold for the reactions
Li6(He3an)B8 and Bi:L(d,n)C12* (15.1 Mev level) has been
made using a surface approximation in a distorted wave Born
approximation formalism®

The results of these calculations

indicate that* while the trend of the data may be explained
by this simple theory, a more exact treatment is necessary
to explain the details of the excitation curves.
Experimental measurements of the excitation curves for
6 3 8 19 3 20
the nuclear reactions Li (He ,n)B and F (He , 2p)F
have
been made taking advantage of the fact that in both cases
the residual nucleus is an energetic, short lived beta
emitter.

A cross section of 0.38 millibarns for the

px (He ,2p)F<s

reaction at 4.46 Mev was measured.
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SECTION I

1

Introduction

In the present work, calculations using a simplified
theory of (d,n) and (He3sn) reactions have been made to study
the effects of Coulomb distortion on the energy dependence
of the cross section near threshold of two endoergic reac¬
tions,,

The formulation used in this work is due to F. S.

Levin (unpublished).

The problem of the mechanism of the

deuteron (or He^) reactions has been extensively studied
since the concept of deuteron stripping was introduced by
Serber 1 and Butler 2 to provide an alternative description
to the compound nucleus mechanism for high energy (d,n)
and (d,p) results.

The principal concern in these and

subsequent works has been with the angular distributions
and polarizations of the particles emitted in the reac3
tions.
The present investigations are concerned with the
information which may'be obtained from the energy dependence
of the total cross section in cases where the absence of
structure in the excitation function over a large range of
energy indicates the possibility of a direct interaction
rather than a compound nucleus mechanism.

2

Theory of the Model

The physical picture underlying the analysis is as
follows.

The incident He

or deuteron wave containing all

values of angular momentum is distorted by the Coulomb po¬
tential of the target nucleus.

When the projectile reaches

the surface of the target nucleus, the proton, or diproton

5

in the case of the He , may be captured into a bound state
of the residual nucleus.

The neutron is then emitted and

carries off the excess energy and angular momentum.
The calculations have been carried out in a Born ap¬
proximation formalism.

The Born approximation gives for the

differential cross section

z

el<r
dll

(1)

where the symbols are explained in Appendix II.

The transi¬

tion matrix element, Tfi, is given by a distorted wave
treatment for the (He^,n) reaction as

where

is an optically distorted neutron wave function,

5

is a neutron spin wave function,

^ is a bound state

wave function describing the captured particle,
the interaction potential between the neutron and the captured particle in the final channel, is an internal
wave function for the incident particle, and

is the

Sommerfeld function describing the Coulomb distortion of
the incident wave0
Certain approximations have been made in order to sim¬
plify the calculations,

First, the incident particle is

assumed to be a point particle, which means that the con¬
stituent particles must be in a relative S state and, in
3

the case of the He , the spins of the protons must be antiparallel,

Second, due to the attenuation of the incident

wave inside the nucleus by the imaginary part of the optical
potential and the exponential radial decrease of the bound
state wave function outside the optical potential well, the
main contribution to the matrix element is assumed to come
from a region near the nuclear surface.

This ignores focus¬

sing effects contributed by the interior region of the optical potential (Krominga and McCarthy)

so that back angle

peaking would not be expected to be reproduced by this simple
model in calculations of the differential cross sections.
In carrying out calculations, the region in the neighborhood
of the surface is limited to the actual surface itself.
Third, the optically distorted wave functions have been re¬
placed by plane waves with modified wave numbers.

The wave

vector has the same direction as the unmodified wave vector,

4

but the square of its magnitude is proportional to the energy
plus one half of the real part of the optical potential.

5
(cf. Levin )

Fourth* a zero range interaction between the

protons and neutrons is assumed.

With these approximations*

Levin gives for the matrix element in the case of He t

T

fi

A

J dv'i c/“r* dr
w. n &
A 13)

'/».

T

(I* 2)

.* Ut2} «) i°5rr,-f2) ‘

(- r,

(3)

A similar relation is given for the deuteron case except
there is only one captured proton.
Since the contribution to the matrix element is to be
taken from the surface only* a one parameter fit to the
data is obtained.

The expected values of this radius

parameter maybe estimated from the semiclassical relation

capture

me

k.

R

k.
me

R

o

where a wave vector with a circumflex is modified by the
optical potential* while one without is an asynptotic wave
vector.

The first equation in (4) represents the physical

situation* so that R is approximately equal to the radius
of the target nucleus.

In applying the theory to the analy'

sis of data* however* the asymptotic wave numbers are used.
From the second equation in (4) it follows that the radius

(4)
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Rq* rather than R, is varied in attempting to fit experi¬
mental data.

Since the relation k at 2k holds for incident

energies up to 10-15 Mev, it follows from (4) that an es¬
timate for

RQ

is R0 « 2R, or roughly twice the nuclear

radius.
When equation (3) is developed and integrated over
angles* the expression for the integrated cross section be-

comas

a- L+£»
>■

(Zi <-0 [ C(i, L,

‘j.u.R.) F; U,

I?.)

/*,«

0,0,0)

r

(5)

Implicit in'this expression is the further assumption that
selection rules limit the value of the captured angular mo¬
mentum to a single value, L.

This expression holds equally

well for the (He5,n) and (d,n) reactions as the quantum
numbers refer to the captured angular momentum L, the in¬
cident angular momentum
outgoing neutron

A

n.

Jts

and the angular momentum of the

Note also that the only effect of

the nucleus is to provide the optical potential which dis¬
torts the wave functions of the incident and emitted par¬
ticles.
sidered.

The detailed structure of the nucleus is not con¬
Thus the remaining energy dependence is principally

from the Coulomb effect.
The specific examples considered were the excitation
curves for the B

(d,n)C

reaction leading to the 15.1

Mev excited state in C^® (Kavanaugh and Barnes®) and the
Li6(He3,n)B8 reaction (Farmer7).

6

Application of the Theory

The formalism described in the preceding section was
first applied to the case of the Li (He ,n)B

reaction for
Q
which the total cross section for the formation of B in
its ground state as a function of energy had been measured
by Parmer and remeasured in the present work.

The excital.

tion function shows the energy dependence (E “Etlireshold)s

for the region from threshold (2.966 Mev) to about 3.5 Mev
and then almost a straight line dependence to 5.5 Mev.

The

absence of any resonant structure over this wide energy
range is taken as an indication that the reaction may proceed via a direct process rather than by compound nucleus
formation.

For the purposes of this calculation, the re¬

action was treated as having a capture angular momentum of
L s 2 since the reaction proceeds from the ground state of
Li®(JV= 1+) to the ground state of

B®(JIT

= 2+)„

An

L s 0 capture is possible if the He is in the D state but
3
since the He is only 4$ in this state, the contribution is
expected to be small.
The calculation was carried out on the IBM 709 computer
at the Texas A. & M. Data Processing Center.
excitation functions for L

a

The calculated

2 are shown in Pig. 1 for

several values of the radius parameter.

The calculated

curves have been normalized to the data at 3.5 Mev.

The

best fit is obtained for a radius of 6.6 fermis, though the
curves oscillate about the data.

That this is a reasonable

7

value is seen by comparison with the classical radius for
Li6, R = rQ
R0 = 2R.

A1^3 = 1.5

A1^3 = 3.7 fermis, recalling that

Between threshold and 3.5 Mev, the simple

,

1

(E -E^)2 is not reproduced exactly but falls somewhat
lower.

However, over the range the curves reproduce

reasonably well the trend of the data.
The second excitation curve analyzed is for the
B^(d,n)C^^ (15.1 Mev level) reaction which in a stripping
analysis proceeds by an L s 1 proton capture.

Kavanaugh

and Barnes measured the yield by observing the gamma ray
emission from the 15.1 Mev excited state in C

12

.

The exci-

tation curve was measured for an energy interval from
threshold (1.633 Mev) to 3.3 Mev. The excitation curve is
6
more complicated than in the Li case since there are reso¬
nances at 2.180 Mev and 3.080 Mev.

The calculated curves

for several radii are shown in Pig. 2 with typical experix.

mental points.

The (E - E^)

dependence is reproduced ex¬

actly as far as it follows the data, but the range of validity of this dependence is much smaller than in the Li

case.

The resonances indicate a possible contribution from com¬
pound nucleus formation, but, as our concern in these cal¬
culations is with gross effects, the resonances are ignored
and the general trend of the data is fitted.

The fit in

general is in agreement with the data through the first
resonance.
reasonable

Again the best fit radius of 6 fermis is

3.0

3.5

4.5

He3 ENERGY

4.0

(MEV)

5.0

5.5

6.0

RAY YIELD (ARBITRARY UNITS)
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Conclusions

Although the integrated cross section curves do not
in themselves constitute a definitive test of the reaction
mechanism, the fits obtained to the data in the present
investigation indicate there may be some truth in a direct
interaction interpretation for the mechanisms of the reac¬
tions considered, as the shape of the threshold from a com¬
pound nucleus point of view would imply that the contribu¬
tions to the total yield would have to come from very wide
resonances in the compound nucleus.

In addition, in the

B^(d,n)C^,v' case which was considered, Warburton and Chase®
find that the distribution of gamma rays with respect to
the incident beam over a range of energies to within 100
Kev above threshold is consistent with a direct interaction
interpretation.
The total cross section expression used is model
dependent so that the calculation represents a test of the
model.

However, the question of interest is whether a

simple model such as this can predict gross effects of
cross sections.

If such is found to be the case, then

hopefully a more refined calculation using a more realistic
model would predict the details.

SECTION II

10

Introduction

The experimental measurements made in the present work
R
3 8
were the remeasurement of the Li (He ,n)B excitation curve
19
3
20
and the measurement of the P (He , 2p)F excitation curve*
An absolute cross section for the latter reaction was
3
measured at a He energy of 4.46 Mev.
R

The Li°(He

3
sn)B°

8

8

reaction is very unusual in that B

is both radioactive ( p

with end point energy of 14.

Mev and a halflife of 0.77 seconds) and unstable to proton
emission only 133 Kev above the ground state.

Consequently*

the beta activity is proportional to the cross section for
the formation of B

8

in its ground state only.

The excita7
tion function for this reaction measured by Parmer shows
another interesting feature of this endoergic reaction:
i

the form of the cross section follows a (E - Ey^)8 dependence
from threshold at 2.966 Mev to 3.5 Mev. This simple deg
pendence, discussed by Wigner * results from the penetra¬
bility of the outgoing neutron near threshold (knR<< 1) as¬
suming that a neutron with zero angular momentum is allowed
by the conservation of parity and angular momentum and that
the penetrability of the incoming particle and the factors
depending on the nuclear effects remain essentially constant
over the range of energy considered.

That the cross section

should obey this simple relation over a range of some 500
Kev appears to be unusual.

Since this excitation curve had

been measured only once, a remeasurement in the present

11

work seemed worthwhile.
The measurement of the F

(He ,2p)F

cross section

was carried out in a preliminary investigation of the re¬
actions of the type (He^,2p),

There have been since 1950

only two experimental measurements of reactions of this
type.

Good, Kunz, and Moak^® and Almqvist et al.-*-^ ex¬

amined the He^(He^,2p)He^ reaction to 800 Kev bombarding
energy and established a lower limit for the cross section
at 200 Kev of 2,5 microbarns,

The only theoretical con12
siderations of these reactions is a paper by Demeur,

Hence, these reactions are interesting in that this is an
open field for investigation,
19 3 20
The case of F (He ,2p)F
was specifically considered
because it was the only reaction involving a light nucleus
which had the following features;

an isotopically pure

target, a threshold which could be reached with the ac¬
celerator energy available, a residual nucleus which was an
energetic short-lived beta emitter (“ with an end point
energy of 5,41 Mev and a half life of 11,4 seconds), and no
residual nuclei from competing reactions which involved
betas with the same or higher end point energies.

It was

not known if this reaction would take place and, if it did,
what the magnitude of the cross section would be.

Further,

the energetic beta ray allowed the excitation curve to be
measured using techniques well established at this labora¬
tory.

12

Experimental Techniques

In making the measurements, advantage was taken of the
fact that the residual nucleus in each reaction is a high
energy, short lived beta emitter, which permitted the rela¬
tive yield to be easily obtained by counting the beta ac¬
tivity from short bombarding periods using a pulsed beam
technique.

The high end point energies allowed the back¬

ground from competing reactions and natural and beam in¬
duced sources to be greatly reduced by biasing an integral
discriminator to accept only pulses above a certain height.
7
A system of pulsing the beam developed by Parmer and
Cramer

was used, which offered the advantage that the beta

activity could be counted while the beam was deflected off
the target and that the three charge states of the He
could be separated for the purposes of beam current integra¬
The counter used was a 3" x 3U Pilot B scintillator

tion.

optically attached to a Dumont 6393 photomultiplier which
was electronically cut off while the beam was striking the
target.

The characteristics of this counter have been
14
previously-studied by Cramer.
The advantage of this
method of measurements was that the measured spectrum did
not change with bombarding energy so that distortions and
nonlinearities of the counting equipment would not change
the results.

A block diagram of the electronic equipment

used in the measurements is shown in Pig. 3.
The beam energy was determined by measuring the field

ANALYZER

I commence |

phs | | SCALER 1 1 VOLTAGE CONTROL
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intensity of the 90° analysing magnet using a nuclear mag¬
netic resonance magnetometer according to the relation
E = kP^ where P is the resonant frequency and k is an em¬
pirically measured constant*

Corrections for magnet satu15
ration and relativistic effects were discussed by Chapman
and measured by him for the Rice 5*5 Mev Van de Graaff ac¬
celerator*

Corrections have been applied for these effects

to all data.
The targets used were evaporated onto a 2 mil gold
backing.

For the fluorine measurement, the target material

was lead fluoride.

For the lithium measurement, the target

material was 96% enriched Li

metal which was subsequently

exposed to the atmosphere after deposition.

In each case,

the amount of deposited material was weighed using the
Mettler balance.
The thickness of the fluorine target used for the
measurement of the (He ,2p) excitation function was de¬
termined by elastically scattering protons at 1.2 Mev from
a comparison target of lead fluoride on a carbon backing
made at the same time as the target used in the experiment.
Owing to the thickness of the target, the fluorine and lead
elastic groups could not be resolved and it was necessary
to obtain the ratio of the lead to fluorine from a thinner
target prepared in a similar manner.

The number of protons

scattered from the fluorine in the target used in the
(He^,2p) measurement was obtained from the lead yield by
multiplying by this ratio.

The cross section for the

14

F^(PsP)F^ scattering using a thick target at 1.2 Mev and
a center of mass angle of 159.8° had been determined by
16
Webb et al.
as 100.5 mb/ster. The same measurement with
17
a thin target by Dearnaley
gave 73.7 mb/ster, but the Webb
data was used since inelastic groups were not resolved in
either the Webb measurement or the present work.

The

measurements described above were made at a c.m. angle of
o
158.3 and it is assumed the ratio to Rutherford does not
change significantly over the small difference in angle.
The thickness of the fluorine target used in these measureg
ments was found to be 276 & 70/*g/cm . There may be a
systematic error in this thickness due to inaccuracy of the
scattering cross section.

The lead thickness was calculated

assuming the cross section to be Rutherford.

The total

thickness agreed within 5$ of the value obtained by weighing.
The total thickness of the Li targets was obtained by
taking advantage of the energy dependence of the cross
section near threshold for a neutron in the outgoing chanJL

nel, viz., & ~ (E - E^)8.

The integral of this over the

target thickness immediately above threshold leads to a
form <&>**•

(E -

These relations were used to de¬

termine the target thickness at threshold.

Since the

threshold energy for the reaction Li6(He3,n)B8 has been
established (Dunning et al.18) this also provides an energy
calibration.

By plotting Y2/3 vs. F2 and extrapolating the

resulting straight line, a value of k was determined. From
2
2
the extrapolated plot of Y vs. F the total target thickness

ENERGY CALIBRATION
AND
TARGET THICKNESS
DETERMINATION

300

380
F

2

2

(MC )
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was obtained.

The use of these relations for a typical

case is illustrated in Pig. 4.

The total lithium target

thicknesses are summarized in Table I.
The weighed thicknesses were consistent with the
threshold values with the assumption of a mixture of LiOH
and LiOH ° HgO being formed when the Li metal was exposed
to air.

Table I

Description of target

Total target thickness at
Threshold

Thin target PARMER

47 Kev

Thick target PARMER

82 Kev

Thin target PRESENT WORK

147 Kev

Thick target PRESENT WORK

313 Kev

16

Experimental Measurements and Results

6 3 8
In the measurement of the Li (He *n)B excitation
curve the discriminator was set to a pulse height cor¬
responding approximately to a 5 Mev beta particle.
removed almost all of the background.
collimated to obtain maximum yield.

This

The counter was un¬
The pulsing rate was

about 5 cycles per second with the beam striking the target
during half the cycle.

The energy scale has been corrected

for energy loss in the target using the measured thicknesses
at threshold and relative thicknesses from the curves of
Whaling'*'® for a LiOH - LiOH*HgO mixture by subtracting half
the target thickness at each energy.

No correction has been

applied for background as it was small* or for bremstrahlung
which was believed to be small. ' The excitation curves in
the region from threshold to 3.5 Mev for the four targets
ji

are shown in Fig. 5 and are plotted to show the (E-E^)8
dependence explicitly.

The composite excitation curve to

5.5 Mev is shown in Fig. 6.

The agreement with the data

of Farmer is very good except at the highest energies and
in the region of threshold* where the effect of target
thickness becomes evident.

The yield curves are normalized

to Farmer's data at 3.5 Mev.
In the F'*'®(He®,2p)F^® excitation curve measurement*
the bias was set at a beta energy of about 3.5 Mev.

As the

background was not completely removed by this procedure* a

150

TARGET THICKNESS EFFECTS
NEAR THRESHOLD
for
Li6(He3,n)B8

3.3

He3 ENERGY (MEV)

3.4

3.0

3.5

4.5

He3 ENERGY (NIEV)

4.0

5.0

5.5

6.0
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paraffin absorber was used to stop the betas so that a
background could be taken.

A data point consisted of a

measurement of the yield with the absorber in and out so
that the net yield was obtained by subtracting data taken
under almost identical circumstances.
was uncollimated.

As above, the counter

The pulsing rate was about the same as in

the Li measurement.

The net yield is shown in Fig. 7.

The

energy scale has been corrected for target thickness.
For the measurement of the absolute cross section of
the F

(He , 2p)F

was used.

reaction, a cam driven mechanical pulser

The cycle period was 52.9 seconds with the beam

striking the target 24.4 seconds of the cycle.

The bias

was set at 2.93 Mev as determined from the Compton edge of
several gamma ray sources after correction for an apparent
energy shift due to counter resolution broadening (Cramer‘S).
In this measurement the counter was collimated using a lead
and aluminum collimator to define a solid angle.

The back¬

ground was taken by stopping the beta rays using a poly¬
ethylene absorber.
The cross section in terms of experimentally measurable
quantities is (cf. Appendix I)

* *

where

X

-

log^

‘hirW I- e'’1’') N
Q rji
2/ halflife of the beta decay, Q the number

of bombarding nuclei striking the target, T the bombarding

CROSS SECTION (mb)
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g
time per cycle*

X

P the target thickness in number /cm *

fi

the cycle time*

the solid angle in steradians* t^

the beam off to counter on time* t£ the beam off to counter
off time* and N the total number of beta rays emitted into
solid angle £1

.

The total number of counts was determined

by calculating a Z : 0 Fermi beta spectrum with an end point
energy of 5.4 Mev and taking the ratio of the total area to
the area for energies greater than the discriminator set¬
ting.

This factor* when multiplied by the measured number

of counts* gave the total number N.
The cross section was found to be

er

z 0.38 & 0.17 mb

at a mean He

energy of 4.46 ± 0.06 Mev

19

Errors

6 3 8
In the Li (He ,n)B measurements the errors due to
counting statistics and background are small and the accuracy of the data is reflected in the scatter of the ex¬
perimental points.

The corrected energy scale is estimated

accurate to & 30 Kev resulting from inaccuracies in the
relative target thicknesses and magnet saturation correc¬
tions «
In the relative yield measurements for P

19 3 20
(He ,n)F

the corrected relative energy scale is probably good to
£ 60 Kev from the inaccuracies stated above, though there
may be a systematic error of an additional 50 Kev due to
uncertainty in the target thickness.

The relative yield

errors are indicated in Pig. 7.
In the absolute cross section measurement, the errors
are estimated as follows?

target thickness 26^, uncertain¬

ties in the integrator 10^, solid angle 2%9 use of Z - 0
curve and counting statistics The uncertainties in the
times are less than 1%<>

The total uncertainty is 46$.

20

Discussion

The lifetime of F

20

was measured to establish that

the observed particles were from the reaction under inves¬
tigation.

The result was that the halflife for the beta

decay agreed within experimental error with the value of
20
11.4 seconds given by Ajzenberg.
There was a source of background which could have been
very serious for these measurements, the presence of HDfr
molecules in the beam.

The beam purity was checked before

each run by running the Li®(He®,n)B® threshold using a
natural lithium target.

The presence of the HD molecule

would have been revealed by the betas from the reaction
n

Q

Li (d,p)Li (Q « - 0.193 Mev) below the threshold for the
6 3 8
Li (He ,n)B reaction. However, the result in each case
was negative.

21

Conclusions

The measured excitation curve for the Li°(He°,n)B
reaction was in good agreement with Parmer’s results,

A

composite curve of Farmer’s data and the present measure¬
ments was used for comparison with the theoretical calcula¬
tions presented in Section I,
The measured value of the cross section for the
IQ
*5
on
Fx (He ,2p)F
reaction indicates that with the energy
available at present, the reaction would not be suitable
*z

for use in studying the (He ,2p) reactions.

At the energy

at which the cross section was measured, energetically,
20
nine states in P
could be contributing to the cross
section.

However, the absehce of significant yield until

about 3 Mev bombarding energy indicates the penetrability
of the proton probably limits the number of contributing
states to five.

A rough estimate for the contribution per

state is 80 microbarns.

The reaction has been found to

occur, however, and the cross section established in order
of magnitude at the bombarding energies available.

22

Appendix I

Consider the effect of a multiple exposure on the beta
spectrum measured using a pulsed beam technique.

The bom¬

barding cycle is shown below.
"T—“—

■=*

'

in-■■■in

— ■■■■■—nnr

.1

-

w

■

ri

n

beam off-"—wi——-—beam on ——»

It is assumed from the start that the yield, Y, of the
beta activity is a constant over any one eycle, which
should be the case when short cycles are used.

The nota¬

tion to be used is as follows:
N(t) s the number of radioactive nuclei present at time t
Y(n) s the yield in the n^ cycle
(n) s the number of radioactive nuclei disintegrating
during the nux
X

cycle while the counter is on

“ decay constant of the nucleus under investigation.

All the time symbols are as shown in the diagram above.
The basic differential equations for this problem are
dN s Ydt - X Ndt
dU - - X Ndt

T
v

,
n—i

Tn

4

<
t

t

< T
<

n

"tn

(1)
(2)

with solutions
N(Tn) - N(Tn<=1) e“
N(Tn) - N(Tn) e "

XT

X(T

♦

“T)

(

1 - e -lT)

'

Using these equations we find the following recurrence
formulae:

(3)
(4)
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v^(n)

s

m tn-i) e“ Xt( e " Xt!
IIsi (1 - e -

“ e"

A t2

) *

) («- Xti - e ■

Xt

(5)

Xt

2)

>.
and

N(rn) = N(Tn-1) e"

XX

+ lisl (1 - e ~

At

)

eAT

c“

AT

(6)

Assuming that N(^ Q) s 0,

N(Tn)

8

-fill (i -

e

"

At

)

Y(k)

e

~(n-k*i) **

As a first case consider Y(k) s constant*
may then be explicitly summed.

(?)

The exponentials

However, recall that the

total number of recorded counts is from some interval m to
an interval m*p so that the total counting time is p t ,
Doing the sum, and denoting by M the sum of the counts recorded per cycle, Ms

m+p
3? yi (1), the result is
Ism

M
A

e*

T/ 1 ■ e

(8)

If we now impose the condition that the target be saturated
before the counting process begins, i.e„ m —©© the expres¬
sion becomes

24

It is from this expression that the cross section may be
obtained.

The yield at angular position (©,/) is given by

Y(jfl) s (number of scatterers)(number of incident particles
per unit time per unit area)(differential cross
section)(the element of solid angle/ 4flf)«
If the charge per cycle is denoted as Q&, A is the area of
the target^

H is the thickness of the target in number per

square centimeter, and J"L is the solid angle subtended by
the counter.

Expressed in terms of these quantities -fche

yield is

Y(n) = A P

0-/1/ 4 WTA

(10)

which may readily be inverted to give the cross section
expression usedi

AT

_

H-TT

* *

-ftGir

1 - e~AT
1 - e-XT

U

. e-xt»

(11)

where N is the number of counts recorded and Q s pQ,#
is the total number of particles which strike the target.
Another result which follows from these considerations
is that the system approaches equilibrium.
sion for

N(T )

N(Tn)

r Y

€

*

If the express

is explicitly summed, the result is
“

KT
1 - e"
1 - e"**

T)

(1

- e

~n*Z)

(12)

If this is compared to the expression for a single exposure
which also has the initial condition N(0) - 0,
N(t) & Y

I

(1 » e “X t)

(13)
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it is easy to see that radioactivity approaches equilibrium
but with a different characteristic time since the beam is
pulsed.

For a typical measurement in this work., say *£

s

0.196 seconds and a halflife of 11.4 seconds* the time required for approach to within 99$ of the maximum value is
75.6 seconds.
A final consideration to be given in this appendix is
the optimization of the counting rate.

In essence, this

amounts to optimizing the number of disintegrations during
the period when the beam is off the target.
to be optimized is

AN s y (

T

dAN
dT

e°

KX

^N = N(Tn) - N( Tn).

t °e“*TT + (1- e"
T

1 - e-*

r)

Kt

) (I

.

- XT .

( 1

The quantity

e

->(T - T))

=

o

~

)

The condition to maximize AN is T » |T „
maximum condition is obvious.

That this is a

It should be pointed out, how¬

ever, that this derivation assumes the target is saturated.
Calculations similar to the above treatments show that
the cross section expression is not affected very much by
drastic changes in beam current such as a tank spark pro¬
vided the total number of particles delivered to the target
is the same.

(14)

XT

These calculations are somewhat lengthy and

have not been included here.
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Appendix II

The Born approximation gives for the differential
cross section of a reaction involving a channel i going
to a channel f;

d<r _
dA

(2*r^a

'.&£ 1

y° | -r* 1 ^
I ' **1

(A-l)

GW

where

is the reduced mass of the j^final^j state

joutgoii^jparkic'1*e*

k

iS

tlie

wave

number

*

J

i

is

angular momentum of the target nucleus , and

the total
is the

transition matrix element from channel i to channel f.
The general forms for this matrix element have been given
in the text and are stated here for completeness*
matrix element for the He

T

fi “

T
.

Qi

3

For the

case, Levin gives

CJf ] MithA} M4)

<*"“ *< *♦**)> y*

Sdr* dr, d?z *
$* (ltZ)

-

In this expression C(j-,l,s;mj, mx, ma) is the Clebsch
(Iordan coefficient*

. is the Sommerfeld wave function

for the particle of charge Ze moving in the field of
another charge Z*e given by:

(A-2)
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21r>i

= c g-an-jj _ |

(-4, •?)

i -I*r .,
, ff

T'*

i

r) (il“3)

I [4n (ZIH)TA Fet^-tr)Y;<e>

« 2 ,
~ ZZ e /hv where v is the relative velocity#

where

is the regular Coulomb wave function of order L. is
the Coulomb phase shift given by

<Tt

and Y-j_m is the spherical harmonic.

- arg

P (L^l-f-ijg )

The differential cross

section given by Levin is
I

\y I 2 > T /„U ^**1 (2&.M

4Tf +T 1« "
Si•ve j ' If j—jt
&L \ t9 > o> A„
i *“7’**
£ > L„

dJl ® (8w^J** 4,
45

■ W£ i(2ll+,UZe,*»(2C*i)(2i^,)(ZM)'/^
gi/ct-oi')

* C U*\A\

o, 0,o) W (

* C ( An^ A* f L n]

*

^ o)

C(^JUM

•

O,o.o) ■

u_4)

^ ) C( At *, 0, O, o)

C( ^ ^

o) & ( L*JAJ £. * Oj Of

0

'

So ) f\l,( tyj (^wRo) Xn /

k

n

Wlftss l
f

where jn(x) is the spherical Bessel function of order n,
The cross section obtained by integrating over angle is
given by Levin as
__„
1 -j|w Jj ^1)

^

(Hfft*) 4l 2T,‘iH ,4-.

<r

■f I

|

.» i‘Z,

L; 0^0,0) C ( L.^/jO.OiO) £ 4ir (2.^1

•(24x*OJ
•

8

2L+i laiVol

1/4SR. I

(A-5)
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For the machine calculation, assuming the captured par¬
ticles* angular momentum to be unique, the following form
was developed in which the complex terms were grouped so
as to be expressible in terms of real functions:

l

ft «

1

L, L*]

(2JL»+I)(t&'+O

• Cl L,
• p/

OJ OJ.

+2

fUn+i)*

^na ^

• CCLjJ^J{2>j 0,0) 0^

• W( y,
. 2

U j e>, Oj o) C (Lj

d\ Cl

L

C(£}LnJ> op}o)‘

M

s

C L&s

$

Lj life) 60S

(£»MtA-L*)/%

2

^j

^2*

%

(A «-6)

®)*

S. E&,* * & *

(2jg»' + l) (24+,)‘k C(4*J»tL*i°,0>°)'

( y„^i)
M
Jn*

r

*C(in,.£'♦©,0,0) c<ds

°C( L, in,/' qoto) C(

•C(4 4,i; QOj

A»

Ct

OJOJO)

4 0, o)
‘
CfiJ,,4 «*.«)•

^

„

GeJ

) +• W( 4./Ly!J I'i ini L*Ln) '

Oj

0

CiLfJLJj l) 0% o} o)]J

For the integrated cross section the expression is as given
in the text:

r $

4^ 5*

lil

(2Ji+i)
a

©,0.>o^

Pit

/4-5 Foil

The ■: distorted theory does not yield as simple results as
in the. plane wave case and as a result, the infinite sum
over the quantum numbers must be carried out»

U-7)

\
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